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ABSTRACT 

A risk analysis tool called Probabilistic Fire Simulator (PFS) is developed for the 
computation of the distributions of fire model output variables and the sensitivities of the 
output variables to the inputs. PFS performs a Monte Carlo simulation using different fire 
models, including CFAST two-zone model and FDS fluid dynamics model. In this work, 
a new technique is developed for the use of two different fire models in the same Monte 
Carlo simulation. The two-model Monte Carlo technique provides a computationally 
effective means to improve the accuracy of the fast but inaccurate models, using the 
results of the more accurate but computationally more demanding models. The technique 
is tested in three scenarios: approximation of an analytical function, calculation of a 
ceiling jet temperature and a simulation of a simple room fire. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The numerical simulation of fires is widely used in the fire safety design and the risk 
analysis of large targets like shopping centres and industrial facilities. The uncertainty or 
the distribution of the predictions is of major interest in both applications. Presuming the 
model is principally valid for the given problem; the uncertainty of the prediction 
depends on, how the uncertainties of the input values are transferred through the system 
described by the model. In practically all applications, some uncertainty is related to the 
input values of the simulation. This uncertainty may be caused by the lack on information 
on the actual conditions, or by the fact that the simulation should actually represent a 
variety of different scenarios. Traditionally, the uncertainty has been taken into account 
by manually varying the input values. If more complete information of the output 
distribution is needed, Monte Carlo techniques should be used. This applies specially to 
fire problems, where many of the input distributions are skewed, of the class of 
lognormal distributions. In Monte Carlo, a large number of samples is randomly chosen 
from the input space and mapped through the system into the target distribution. 
Although Monte Carlo as a technique is almost sixty years old [1], its use in fire 
simulations has been prohibitively expensive. With modern computers, the situation has 
changed, and the tools described here have already been applied to engineering problems. 

The numerical simulation of the complicated physical processes is always trading 
between the desired accuracy of the results and the computational time required. Quite 
often, the same problem can be tackled by many different models with different physical 
and numerical simplifications. A good example of this is the fire simulation, where zone 
models provide a fast way to simulate the essential processes of the fire, being inevitably 
coarse in the physical resolution. As an alternative, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
models have higher physical resolution and can describe more complicated physical 
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processes. On the other hand, the time needed for the computation may be longer with 
several orders of magnitude. A technique is therefore needed, which can combine the 
results of the different models in a computationally effective way. A new technique, 
based on an intuitive approach, is proposed here. The technique allows the use of two 
different models in one Monte Carlo simulation, and is therefore called two-model Monte 
Carlo (TMMC). The technique is based on the assumption that the ratio of the results 
given by two models has smooth variations when moving from point to point of the 
random space. Therefore, if one of the models is presumably more accurate than the 
other, the ratio calculated at some point of the random space can be used to scale the 
result of the less accurate model within the neighbourhood of the point. The method is 
first presented in one dimensional problem, and extended later to general case. 

In the previous research projects concerning the fire safety of Finnish nuclear power 
plants, a Monte Carlo tool called Probabilistic Fire Simulator (PFS) was developed [2]. 
The tool has been applied to fires in a cable tunnel and an electronics room. The tool 
allows the simulation of fire scenarios using various fire models, including two-zone 
model CFAST [3] and Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) [4]. The main outcomes of the 
tool are the distributions of the selected result variables, for example component failure 
time, and the sensitivities of the output variables to the input variables, in terms of the 
rank order correlations. The use of the rank order correlations allows the user to 
simultaneously identify both the modelling parameters and the actual physical properties 
that have the most influence on the results. The PFS tool has been implemented as a 
Microsoft Excel workbook with additional function libraries for the generation of random 
numbers and input and output of the external fire models. In the current work, the TMMC 
method is tested in three scenarios: approximation of an analytical test function, 
prediction of the ceiling jet temperature and a simple one room environment, where the 
CFAST results are scaled with the FDS results, and then compared against benchmark 
result, obtained by performing a full Monte Carlo with FDS. The validity of the used 
models is not discussed here. We do not compare our results with experiments either, 
because the results from some 1000 random experiments are not available for any real 
fire scenario.  

MONTE CARLO SIMULATION 

General 

During the probabilistic safety assessment, one typically needs to estimate the probability 
that a certain component or system is damaged during a fire. This probability is a 
function of all possible factors affecting the development of the fire and the systems 
reaction to it. The occurrence of the target event is indicated by a limit state function, 
g(t,x), which depends on time t and a vector of random variables x. As an example of the 
target event, we consider the damage of a component. The limit state condition is now 
defined using the function g(t,x):  
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ttg
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Other possible target events are, for example, heat detector activation and smoke filling. 
The development of a fire and the response of the components under consideration are 
assumed to be fully deterministic processes where the same initial and boundary 
conditions always lead to the same final state. With this assumption, the probability of an 
event at time t can now be calculated by the integral  
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where φx is the joint density function of the random variables. In this work, the 
probability P(t) is calculated using Monte Carlo simulation where input variables are 
sampled randomly from the given distributions. Latin Hypercube sampling [5] is used to 
generate samples from all ranges of the possible values, thus giving insight into the tails 
of the probability distributions.  

The sensitivity of the output y to the different input variables x is studied by calculating 
the Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients (RCC). A value’s “rank” is determined 
by its position within the min-max range of possible values for the variable. RCC is then 
calculated as 
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where d is the difference between ranks of the corresponding x and y, and m is the 
number of data pairs. RCC is independent of the distribution of the initial variable. The 
significance of the RCC values is studied with the methods of statistical testing. In small 
data sets, the actual values of RCC should be interpreted with caution due to the possible 
spurious correlations inside the input data [6]. 

Two-model Monte Carlo (TMMC) 

We assume that we have two numerical models A and B, which can calculate physical 
quantity a(x,t) depending on a parameter x and the time t. In our analysis, x is considered 
to be a random variable from a random space Ω. The model B is more accurate than the 
model A, but the execution time of model B is longer than model A. The models are used 
to get two estimates of the time series: ),(~ txa A  and ),(~ txa B . The developed two-model 
Monte Carlo (TMMC) technique is based on the assumption that the results of the model 
A, at any point x of the random space, can be corrected by multiplying them with scaling 
function, which is the ratio of model B time series to model A time series at some point xs 
in the vicinity of the current point x. The points xs are called scaling points.  

In the beginning of the simulation, the random space is divided into distinct regions. 
Scaling function is then calculated for each region  
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where xs is the mid-point of the scaling region Ωs. During the Monte Carlo, the result of 
the model A is multiplied by the scaling function corresponding to the closest scaling 
point, to get the corrected times series ),(~ ta AB x   

s
A

s
AB tatta Ω∈⋅Φ= xxxx     , ),(~),(),(~  (5) 

For a general function a(x,t), it is not possible to tell how fast the function ),(~ ta AB x  
converges towards ),(~ ta B x , when the number of scaling points is increased. However, it 
is clear that ),(~ ta AB x = ),(~ ta B x , when the number of scaling points goes to infinity. In 
this work, the performance of TMMC is studied in terms of practical examples.  

The result of the Monte Carlo simulation is usually not the time series itself, but some 
scalar property derived from the time series. A typical result is the time to reach some 
critical value. A simplified version of the TMMC technique can be obtained, if the 
scaling is done for scalar numbers directly. Although the scaling would be easier to 
implement for the scalars than for the whole time series, the simplification has some bad 
properties, which are demonstrated below.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Approximation of Analytical Function 

The two models approximate function 

( )[ ] [ ]1,0     ,18.0,1min),( ∈−⋅−= teetxa xxt  (6) 

The min-function was used to simulate a plateau of the time series reaching a steady 
state. In the model A, the analytical function was approximated by a two term Taylor 
series expansion. Model B output was ),(),(~ txatxa B = . The random variable x was 
distributed uniformly between 1 and 2. The actual outcome of the simulation, denoted by 
c(x), was the time when a(x,t) = am = 2 for the first time. 

Figure 1 shows 100 realisations of the scalar result c(x) as a function of random variable 
x. The time series scaling was used in the left side and scalar scaling on the right. At all 
values of x, model A gave higher values of c(x) than model B. However, the monitoring 
value am was not reached at all values of x, corresponding to a situation where the overall 
probability of the event is smaller than one. As a result, the scalar scaling could not be 
performed adequately, since there was no data to scale in the region 1.25 < x < 1.45. The 
cumulative distributions of the 1000 realisations of c(x) are shown in Fig. 2. In the 
regions, where the model A results do exist (x > 1.45), the scalar scaling worked very 
well, but the tail of the distribution was not corrected at all. As the number of scaling 
points was increased, the errors of the time series scaling converged towards zero but for 
the scalar scaling, the errors did not converge at all. The result shows that the time series 
scaling should be used if there is a possibility that the event under consideration does not 
take place during the simulation period. 
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Fig. 1. Realisations of function c(x) in the first example. Time series scaling on the left 

and scalar scaling on the right. AB is the TMMC result. 

 
Fig. 2. Model predictions for the cumulative distribution of c(x) in the first example. 

Time series scaling on the left and scalar scaling on the right. AB is the TMMC result. 

Ceiling Jet Temperature 

Two models were used to predict the ceiling jet temperature under the ceiling of a 10 m × 
10 m × 5 m (height) room with a fire in the middle of the floor. The room had one, 2.0 m 
× 2.0 m door to ambient. The fire heat release rate was of t2-type with a random, 
uniformly distributed growth time tg. Two scalar results were studied. The scalar result 
b(tg) was the ceiling jet temperature at time = 30 s. The scalar result c(tg) was the time to 
reach a critical temperature of 100 °C in the ceiling jet. 

Alpert's ceiling jet model [7] was used as Model A and two-zone model CFAST as 
Model B. We simply assumed that CFAST is more accurate than Alpert's model, whether 
this is true or not in reality. The random space was divided into three subdomains. 1000 
samples were calculated using both models. The predicted cumulative distributions of 
b(tg) are shown in the left part of Fig. 3. At all values of tg, CFAST predicted higher 
temperatures than Alpert's model. TMMC distribution was very close to the CFAST 
result, but had small discontinuities at the boundaries of the divisions. The right hand side 
of Fig. 3 shows the cumulative distributions of c(tg). As can be seen, TMMC scaling very 
accurately captured the shape of the CFAST distribution.  
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Fig. 3. Distributions of temperature at time = 30 s (left) and time to reach 100 °C (right). 

In this example, TMMC was able to accurately reproduce the results as a full CFAST 
Monte Carlo, within a fraction of time required for the full CFAST Monte Carlo. 
Assuming that the execution times for of Alpert's model and CFAST are one and 10 CPU 
seconds, respectively, and that the scaling overhead time is very small, the TMMC 
simulation time would be 1030 seconds in total. For comparison, the full CFAST Monte 
Carlo would take 10,000 seconds (2.8 hours).  

Simple Room Fire 

The purpose of this example was to provide a more realistic test for the TMMC 
technique. CFAST and FDS models were used for the fire modelling. For the evaluation 
of the TMMC results, a full Monte Carlo using FDS model was needed. Therefore, the 
size of the room was chosen very small in order to keep the simulation times short. The 
room was 4.0 m deep, 3.0 m wide and 3.0 m high, having a 1.0 m wide and 2.1 m high 
door to ambient. All the room boundaries were concrete and there was a concrete beam 
under the ceiling, 1.5 m from the back wall. The height of the beam was a random 
variable, ranging from zero to 0.6 m. A schematic picture of the room is shown in Fig. 4.  

The fire source was a rectangular burner at the floor level. The co-ordinates and surface 
area of the fire source were random variables. The maximum value of the HRR per unit 
area was fixed to 700 kW/m2. In the beginning, the heat release rate increased 
proportional to t2 reaching the final value at time tg, which was a uniformly distributed 
random variable. A list of the random variables is given in Table 1. The target functions 
were the gas temperature and heat detector activation time under the ceiling, left from the 
concrete beam. For gas temperature, the time to reach 200 °C was monitored. 
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Fig. 4. The geometry of the room fire scenario. GT shows the location of the heat 

detector and the gas temperature measurement point 5 cm under the ceiling. 

CFAST was used as the model A and FDS as the model B. The absolute accuracy of 
these codes is not discussed here. It was simply assumed, that the FDS results were more 
accurate than the CFAST results. In CFAST, two virtual rooms were used by splitting the 
room at the beam location. In FDS, a constant grid cell size of 0.10 m was used. Before 
the actual TMMC application, simulations using only CFAST and only FDS were carried 
out. With 1000 realisations with both models, the final distributions were well converged. 
The maximum difference between the cumulative distributions after 500 iterations and 
1000 iterations was 0.015 (1.5 %). The difference was smallest in the tails of the 
distributions, being order of 0.001 (0.1 %).  

Table 1. A list of random variables in the room fire example. 

Variable Units Distribution Min Max Mean Std.dev 

BeamHeight zB m Uniform 0.0 0.6   

GrowthTime tg s Uniform 60.0 180.0   
Area m2 Normal 0.2 1.5 0.80 0.60 

FireX m Uniform 0.0 4.0   

FireY m Uniform 0.0 3.0   

The effect of the number of TMMC scaling points was studied by using different ways to 
divide the random space. The number of scaling points varied from one to 32. A 
summary of the different versions is given in Table 2. The basis for the division was 
taken from the CFAST simulations, which predicted that the fire surface area, the HRR 
growth time, and FireX-position were the most important random variables. Due to the 
division to the virtual rooms, FireX variable was especially interesting as the results had a 
clear discontinuity at FireX = 1.5 m. Therefore, more divisions were used for FireX than 
for other variables in some of the cases. 
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Table 2. A summary of scaling divisions in different TMMC versions. 

Name Ntot N(zB) N(tg) N(Area) N(FireX) N(FireY) 
TMMC(1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TMMC(3) 3 1 1 1 3 1 
TMMC(6) 6 1 2 1 3 1 
TMMC(27) 27 1 3 3 3 1 
TMMC(32) 32 1 4 4 2 1 
TMMC(32B) 32 2 2 2 2 2 
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Fig. 5. Predicted probability distributions of time to reach 200 °C. 

A comparison of predicted probability distributions for the time when the gas temperature 
reached 200 °C is shown in Fig. 5. The large difference in the distributions of CFAST 
and FDS codes made this a challenging problem for the TMMC scaling. The overall 
probability was 63.5 % according to CFAST, while the FDS results lead to a final 
probability of 90.7 %. Unfortunately, the simulation time was slightly too short for FDS 
distribution to reach a fully converged value. Therefore, an uncertainty of 1 % percentage 
unit is associated with the final probability given by FDS. 

The division of the random space had a clear effect on the accuracy of the TMMC 
distribution. If the division was made based on the information of the relative importance 
of the random variables, the higher number of scaling points generally improved the 
accuracy. However, if the scaling points were chosen without any prior information of 
the importance, the results did not improve as much as one might have expected, as was 
shown in the case TMMC(32B). In addition, the smoothness of the transient data affected 
the quality of the results. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 showing the errors in the final 
probability in two cases. In the upper curve, the FDS data was not smoothed before the 
calculation of the scaling function ),( tsxΦ  and in the lower curve a 5-point running 
average was taken. The original FDS data was saved with 2.0 second intervals. In the 
case of 32 scaling points, the filtered FDS data, which mostly works better, gave higher 
error than the unfiltered. The reason for this is currently not known. 
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Fig. 6. The error of final probability as a function of number of scaling points.  

The dependence of the TMMC accuracy on the final probability was studied by varying 
the critical gas temperature from 150 °C to 500 °C. Fig. 7 shows the predicted final 
probabilities as a function of the probability given by FDS. The lowest probabilities 
correspond to the highest values of the critical gas temperature. The correct result is at the 
diagonal. The TMMC probabilities corresponding to 6, 27 and 32 scaling points are very 
close to the diagonal but the uniform distribution of scaling points (case 32B) results in 
clearly lower probabilities. An important observation of the figure is that, while CFAST 
did not observe the highest temperatures at all, after the scaling these highest 
temperatures are found, leading to non-zero probabilities in the low left corner of the 
figure. The accuracy of the smallest probabilities is sensitive to the smoothing of the FDS 
data. Here, the FDS results were obtained from the "raw" data without any smoothing, 
but five point smoothing was used before the computation of the scaling functions.  
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Fig. 7. The effect of the final probability on the TMMC accuracy. 

TMMC scaling also improves the predicted sensitivity measures. Fig. 8 shows the 
predicted rank order correlation coefficients between the time to reach 200 °C 
temperature and the random variables. For most variables, all the three methods, CFAST, 
FDS and TMMC, gave very similar coefficients. However, for the HRR growth time, 
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CFAST gave much lower RCC than FDS, but the TMMC result was very close to FDS 
result. The case with 27 scaling points was used. 
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Fig. 8. Rank order correlation coefficients for the gas temperature reaching time. 

For the prediction of the heat detector activation time, the TMMC method was not as 
successful as for the time to reach a certain gas temperature. The predicted probability 
distributions are shown in Fig. 9. As before, the increased number of scaling points 
improved the results, but all the TMMC curves fall on the original CFAST curve at high 
values of activation time. The reason for this turned out to be the fact that, in FDS the 
detector temperature was not updated after the detector activation. To be compatible with 
FDS, the CFAST results were also limited to the detection temperature after the 
detection, although CFAST actually did update the detector temperature. This limiting 
process forced all the scaling functions to unity in the end of the time period, which is 
clearly seen in Fig. 9. The conclusion is that for the TMMC method to work, the time 
series should not have unphysical limitations, which prevent the calculation of realistic 
scaling functions.  

This example demonstrates that the models A and B must always represent the same 
physical problem, at least quantitatively. If there is no correlation between the outputs of 
the two models, it does not make sense to scale one with another. Unfortunately, there is 
no simple way to identify the cases, where this is not the case, without plotting a large 
number of results to the same figure, like in Fig. 1. This, in turn, would require a large 
number of simulation runs. A good understanding of the behaviour of the physical 
models is therefore required for the judgement of the applicability of TMMC technique to 
the problem under consideration. Additionally, a special attention should be paid to the 
choice of the model B, since there is an inherent assumption that it is always more 
accurate than model A.   
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Fig. 9. Predicted probability distributions of the heat detector activation time. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Probabilistic Fire Simulator is a tool for Monte Carlo simulations of fire scenarios. The 
tool is implemented as a worksheet computing tool, and can be used as user interface for 
various fire models. The Monte Carlo simulations can provide the distributions of the 
output variables and their sensitivities to the input variables. Typical outputs are for 
example the times of component failure, fire detection, and flashover.  

A new technique was developed that can be used to improve the accuracy of the Monte 
Carlo simulation. Two-model Monte Carlo is a computationally affordable technique to 
utilize advanced simulation techniques like CFD in the probabilistic safety assessment of 
large systems. In practical applications, the results of the simple but defective simulation 
models can be corrected by scaling them with the results achieved from an order of few 
tens of simulations with the more advanced model. A good accuracy can be achieved if 
the existing information on the relative importance of the random variables is used to 
efficiently place the scaling points. If such information is not available, or is not reliable, 
the random space must be divided uniformly in all dimensions, and the number of 
required scaling points may become very high. A special care must be taken to ensure 
that the physical time series, that are used to calculate the scaling functions, have no 
artificial and unphysical limitations. Such limitations may prevent the convergence of the 
TMMC distributions towards the correct results.  

The new model has already found applications in the computation of the fire induced 
damage probabilities in large and complicated compartments like the switchgear rooms 
of the nuclear power plants. In these applications, we have demonstrated that an 
alternative for the use of two different computer codes is the modelling of the same 
scenario with one code but two different discretizations. The role of the TMMC scaling 
can then be seen as an utilisation of the posteriori error information. In the projects 
currently going on, the TMMC simulations are performed using FDS at two different 
grids. 

As the experimental results from some 1000 experiments are not available for any real 
fire scenario, the only possible means to validate the probabilistic simulation technique is 
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the use of the fire statistics or long series of small or medium scale laboratory 
experiments. The future work will include the collection of quantitative fire loss statistics 
and an attempt to reproduce the statistics using Monte Carlo simulation.  
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